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Quality of Education

Grade: Good

Intent


Leaders at every level have prioritised the curriculum because it is the substance of education that
will make the most impact on children’s life chances. Leaders make it their business to ensure that
the planned curriculum is implemented successfully and by doing this, they ensure curriculum
coherence.



Our challenging and coherent curriculum intent is strongly embedded across the school.



Skilled leaders have used research and expert advice to construct a suitable curriculum which
provides children with the knowledge, skills and cultural capital they need to be successful learners
and responsible citizens. We widen children’s aspirations; teach them the powerful knowledge
they require; and prepare them in terms of their learning behaviours exceptionally well for the
next stage of their education.



Every subject has an ambitious curriculum map which sets out the high expectations and
progression of knowledge, skills and vocabulary we expect children to learn and remember in the
long term. The curriculum medium term plans have clear end points taken from the National
Curriculum and our subject leaders assist our teachers to identify our expectations for children
working at greater depth. Every subject is of value and we celebrate and take pride that we have
more able artists, musicians, geographers and historians as well as children excelling in the core
subjects.



All pupils receive the national curriculum throughout the school. We tailor the curriculum to the
needs of the child. Our competent teachers adapt their teaching to ensure every child can meet
the learning objective with skilful modelling and support from teachers.

Implementation


Implementation of our curriculum intent is good at every key stage. Engaging learning experiences
are very well matched to the aims of our curriculum, which produce creative, imaginative and
independent learners. Progress is good, if not outstanding, in every key stage. Progress and
standards can also be evidenced in every foundation subject because of the good curriculum
coherence we have created.



Our skilled teaching team have good pedagogical knowledge and teach every subject well. They
are adept at asking excellent questions to enable the children to use higher order thinking skills;
they support children to become independent learners; they adapt and scaffold their teaching so
that every child can reach the learning objective; and they use assessment and marking well to
identify the next learning step for every child. No child slips through the net, children have their
barriers for learning identified and teachers strive to overcome them.
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Senior leaders have ensured that other subject leaders have the right subject knowledge and skill
set to effectively lead learning in their subject. The Head teacher and Deputy Head teacher hold
subject leaders to account for checking the coverage and the depth of knowledge that pupils learn
and ensure that the progression is consistent across the school.



Adaptations are made to teaching and learning opportunities to ensure all children have access to
the full curriculum. This includes the effective use of IT.



Our teachers have in-depth expert knowledge of the subjects they teach which enables them to
clearly and succinctly present subject matter to children by breaking it down into manageable
chunks. This past year, this has been achieved by CPD facilitated by the subject leaders of reading,
history and geography, who have concentrated on content knowledge and content pedagogy for
their subjects. As a consequence, all teachers understand what they are teaching and the sequence
of the subject. They identify misconceptions and anticipate where children are likely to need
support.



Our curriculum is adapted to reflect our context: the location of the school and its intake. Two in
three children at our school have a black African heritage; one in ten is said to be having a
disadvantaged start in life; and one in ten has special educational needs or a disability.



Children’s ability to read is assessed day-in, day-out. Children who then need to make accelerated
progress but lack parental support are then identified as ‘Focus Readers’ by their teachers - these
children are heard read regularly in school where their ability to decode and comprehend are
developed. Class teachers regularly read to their classes to promote a love of reading.



Our history curriculum interweaves the contribution of Black History to our story and celebrates
Britain’s multi-cultural past and present. Outside of history lessons, we buy reading material that
has black central characters; some quality class texts were written by black authors; the
contribution of Black scientists made during in the last century is also highlighted.



Our curriculum and pupil support is adjusted to offset the particular challenges encountered by
some – but, by no mean, all – of our children whose parent or parents have low wages or no wage
at all: low aspirations; lack of access to IT at home; no quiet space at home in which to work; no
support with reading, learning spellings or maths known facts or completion of other homework;
lack of exposure to less familiar vocabulary; fewer opportunities to visit the library, museums and
other places which will boost their cultural capital. In terms of these children: in order to raise
expectations, we invite positive role models in to speak to them; where there is a lack of IT at
home, we provide laptops; we hear children read, who are not heard at home; we run a homework
club for those children who do not get support in this area; we pay for disadvantaged children to
participate in trips, visits and extra-curricular clubs.
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Our curriculum is tailored to give the children a grounding in our local history. The first record of
the settlement that has grown to be modern day Chadwell Heath (one town, two London
boroughs, population 24, 278, OS Grid Reference TQ485885) dates back 767 years to 1254. The
name Chadwell was first applied to a hamlet (group of houses with a population of typically fewer
than a 100). It grew in size notably in Stuart Britain (a time when life was very hard for most
people). The railway came to Chadwell Heath 157 years ago, and then the town grew again.
Suburban development grew in earnest from 1900: most houses standing today were built
between 1918 and 1945. Redbridge residents tend to be more affluent than those living in Barking
and Dagenham. Local history of note: a heavy anti-aircraft battery (eight guns) was located in
Chadwell Heath to protect and it saw a great deal of action during the Battle of Britain and Blitz
(1940/41); and, Chadwell Heath is the final residence of Eva Hart, the last survivor of the Titanic
sinking. Both events are notable in the story of Britain in the last century.



Our agreed definition of learning is that children remember in the long term. Our good
implementation involves teaching new concepts and then repeating, practising and retrieving the
knowledge many times in order that it is retained in the children’s long-term memory: we refer to
this as spinning plates. We interleave learning and space it out to help children remember the
powerful knowledge being taught. Our evidence shows that children are learning and
remembering more in every subject. Every two weeks our children complete fact checkers in all
topic related subjects – these test knowledge retained and are known as the 3Ps. The children have
a question based on – past topic, previous topic and present topic. This enables teachers to gauge
an understanding of pupils’ retention of knowledge and also an awareness of which topics need
revisiting through starters or quizzes.



Our environment focuses on learning; in every class children demonstrate a strong work ethic and
sound learning behaviours when approaching tasks. In every class across the school, productivity
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is very good and progress is at least good in all subject areas. Children understand that attitudes
to learning will lead to success and are motivated, confident and engaged learners.


Our teaching of reading is good with highly skilled teachers and learning support assistants
developing a genuine enjoyment and love of reading for pleasure in children. The texts covered in
each year group are chosen by class teachers. Texts are mapped out across the school to ensure
all children have access to all genres with no duplication.



Whole class and group sessions focus on building automaticity and fluency in phonics alongside
comprehension and reading skills; we have recently subscribed to Little Wandle – Letters and
Sounds. Reading is supported very well at home by parents who have engaged with the workshops
and online support we provide each year.



Assessment is used very well across the school. Incisive oral feedback ensures children make
accelerated progress in most areas. Carefully targeted written marking (bubbles) scaffolds learning
and enables children to make improvements themselves. Evidence in books shows that adult
feedback is acted upon by children and this consolidates learning, extends knowledge and develops
skills further and ensures misconceptions are corrected. At its best, feedback acts as a prompt for
dialogues between the teacher and pupil. In every class, assessment is rigorous and used well to
ensure work is well matched to meet individual children’s needs.



A baseline assessment is completed when children enter the Reception class. The assessment
identifies children’s strengths and areas for development. Teachers use this information to modify
their teaching and ensure personalised learning in the EYFS.



Formative assessment is used well and in the majority of observed lessons teachers were highly
proficient at checking children’ understanding throughout the lesson. They then used this
information to change direction or the focus of the lesson as necessary.



Summative assessment is used by SLT and governors to inform strategic planning and the
performance management process. Strengths and weaknesses are identified, and resources
deployed to improve learning outcomes for children.



Assessment in writing is moderated to ensure accuracy across all year groups. Class teachers across
KS1 and KS2 moderate with the relevant English Lead across the course of the academic year.
Together with the English Lead for their Key Stage; class teachers identify a focus child who they
see as WA and together a piece of work is moderated for accuracy of marking; using a tracking
document and the Oxford Owl Writing Checklist for that year group (Years 2 & 6 against the writing
exemplification checklist). What the child is currently doing well is recorded alongside identified
areas for development, ensuring individualised pupil progress. The tracking document and writing
sample is collected. A hard copy kept by the relevant English Lead, with an electronic copy stored
in the English subject folder on the staff shared drive. Focus children are identified in the English
Subject Audit for each Key Stage. Class teachers work to ensure areas of development are targeted
throughout the year to achieve pupil progress. Year 2 and 6 teachers are also given the opportunity
to moderate with other teachers in the borough alongside in school moderation to ensure accuracy
in a wider context.



In reading, the children are assessed termly using NFER (SATs in Years 2 & 6). Based on assessment
scores, the bottom 20% are identified by the relevant Key Stage English Lead, alongside Reading
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Set teachers as focus readers for the upcoming term. These children are given the opportunity to
have timetabled one-to-one or small group sessions with an adult where their fluency,
comprehension and reading skills are developed in an attempt to close the gap before children sit
their next assessments. Further support to children in Years 2 and 3 is being offered using ProjectX
Code as a timetabled intervention program with an LSA. Children throughout the school have
opportunities to read to their Reading Set teacher frequently; where in these sessions they are
listened to and asked questions in order to develop their reading fluency and comprehension skills.
Class teachers regularly read aloud to children, in timetabled afternoon D.E.A.R sessions and
share a range of high quality texts to instil and promote a love for reading.


Assessment information is reported to parents via termly report cards and on annual written
reports. The school website contains comprehensive and clear information to parents about the
curriculum we offer, and the methods of assessment deployed to track children’s learning and
progress.



Children with SEN and their parents are actively involved in the ‘Assess, Plan, Do Review’ graduated
approach. Where appropriate children attend reviews.



Children are highly adept at using a range of self-assessment strategies to accurately self-evaluate
their work.

 Teachers provide activities which encourage the children to work independently and apply their

knowledge and skills. As a school we believe in an enquiry-based approach to learning which allows
children to investigate and find out by ‘doing’, rather than being told.
 Teaching in the EYFS is good and meets the needs of all groups of pupils. Phonics is taught

effectively. Good teaching is informed by accurate assessment which ensures good provision
across all areas of learning with stimulating well planned activities which enable every child to
make good progress.

Impact


The school provides a good education for all pupils; from very low starting points the majority of
children make outstanding progress in mathematics and writing and expected progress in reading;
and in terms of other subjects across the school, progress is at least good. We have successfully
closed the gap for disadvantaged pupils (2017-2019) and SEND children make the progress we
target.



Monitoring and analysis have identified that work across the curriculum is consistently high
quality. Progress, standards and attainment are good in every subject with pupils building
cumulative knowledge and skills in all subject domains.



Results in writing and mathematics are above national averages with standards and progress in
reading, science, and foundation subjects being good.



Pupils are well prepared academically and personally for the next stage of their education and
enjoy a smooth transition to secondary school.
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Pupils from all groups achieve expected standards or better including the most disadvantaged
pupils. Pupils with SEND make the same progress as other children.

Priorities for Improvement:


Enable the children to make accelerated progress following the COVID disruption to their
learning. SDP Priority 1



Enable children to learn and remember more in every subject - SDP Priority 2. We will do this by:
a. making explicit to them the key knowledge in each unit of work and topic;
b. increasing the opportunities to learn by doing;
c. enable children to see a context for their learning , including through cross-curricular
links.



More outstanding teaching, especially in reading. SDP Priorities 2, 3 and 4



To enrich our teaching of history and geography. SDP Priority 5



To eliminate the barriers that prevent black pupils from doing as well as white children with the
same potential. SDP Priority 7

Behaviour and Attitudes

Grade: Good



Behaviour is outstanding across the school.



Currently, at our school we have 5% of our pupils who are frequent entries in our ‘Miss A Play’
book:
o 18 pupils
o 4 girls and 14 boys
o Key Stage 1 = 2 pupils / Key Stage 2 = 16 pupils
o 6 pupils are new pupils to our school (1:3)
o 7 pupils = disadvantaged
o 8 pupils = SEND



The School has a very strong, positive ethos and atmosphere which provides a warm and safe
environment for children to grow and flourish. Visitors to the school commend us on how calm
and orderly the school is and how respectful and polite the children are. Difference is valued,
celebrated and nurtured and every child has a real sense of belonging and pride at being part of
our school community. Kindness is valued and celebrated in our school community and pupils’
actively support and encourage the well-being of others.
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Behaviour is consistently excellent with pupils showing great respect for others. This has been
achieved by setting high expectations at every level. These have been clearly explained and
communicated in our policy, which is consistently and rigorously applied at every key stage.



The behaviour of children in lessons, playtimes and around the school is outstanding with
consistently high levels of respect for staff and each other and children exhibiting high levels of
self-control. Children have good attitudes towards their learning, which is celebrated and used to
inspire them to aim higher.



We have a set of school rules which are set out clearly our high expectations of behaviour and
conduct. These are understood by all and relentlessly implemented by all staff. This has led to a
positive and respectful school culture where all children feel valued and important.



Every Friday lunch-time, outstanding behaviour and hard work is celebrated at our ‘Top Table’
dining. Class teachers in each year group nominate one pupil to sit at the ‘Top Table’ with the Head
teacher and Deputy Head teacher.

The below list illustrates why some children were successful:
Year 6 - Micah – for just being Micah!! An absolute model pupil.
Year 5 - Sofia – for being so brave at swimming and trying hard.
Year 4 - Aaron - for not giving up, following directions, showing personal growth within the classroom.
Year 3 - Rafael - amazing English work!
Year 2 – Theo – for working hard and being so polite all of the time.
Year 1 - Lily – for working hard and for being polite and all around superstar.



Where appropriate adaptations are made to support the needs of individual children. Children may
have individual behaviour plans, additional tracking and input from Outside Agencies. School works
closely with children and their parents to ensure needs are met.



Children feel safe and know that bullying, harassment and violence are never tolerated. When
incidents do occur, they are dealt with swiftly and effectively. Detailed records are maintained.



Children are encouraged to actively contribute to the life of the school and show initiative and
devise ways they think school life could be improved. An example of this is where
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Behaviour of children in the EYFS is good and they demonstrate a positive attitude towards learning
and a good ability to make choices and decisions for themselves. Children in the EYFS cooperate
well with each other and they are very courteous and respectful of each other and adults.



The good curriculum and memorable learning experiences enables children to be highly motivated
and enthusiastic about their learning.



In an annual questionnaire, the children have told us that they feel safe and well cared for in school.
They felt that all adults in the school listen and care for them and that the school enjoys excellent
respectful relationships.



Children understand how they seek help if they feel they are being bullied and know to always tell
an adult if they feel they are concerned. Records of bullying are kept and although incidents of
bullying rare, when they arise, they are taken very seriously, dealt with swiftly and investigated
fully.

Worry boxes are used in our school for the children to post their anxious thoughts; it is a physical
way of them getting rid of their worries, so they do not need to carry them around anymore. Our
‘Worry Boxes’ are located in all classrooms throughout the school.


Through the curriculum, training and assemblies, children and staff are highly aware of potential
dangers and know how to keep themselves safe. Policies procedures and documentation are clear
and accessible and ensure the safety of the whole school community.



Lunchtime provision is adapted to ensure the needs of individual children are met, this may include
additional support to ensure safety, encourage appropriate interaction and specific teaching of
play skills.



Attendance and punctuality is consistently above average. Stringent checking swiftly identifies
persistent attendance which is tackled vigorously through a tiered range of strategies involving the
school and external agencies.



Positive rewards and sanctions systems are well known and understood by the children who
respond and behave well as a direct result of the systems. Children are very supportive of each
other and show high levels of care and support.



Lesson observations completed over the past academic year indicate that the majority of teachers
promote outstanding behaviour within lessons and deploy a wide range of highly effective positive
management strategies. When pupils occasionally present with disappointing behaviour they are
dealt with sensitively, fairly and effectively by staff who genuinely care and nurture the children.
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We never give up on any child and support every child, however challenging, to succeed in their
education.


The majority of children show very high levels of courtesy, enthusiasm, engagement and
cooperation both in lessons and around the school.



Rare incidents of low-level disruption are swiftly managed and controlled and any persistent
behaviour issues addressed through strong school management systems and in collaboration with
parents and carers.

Priorities for Improvement


To improve the lunchtime experience for the children to better reflect the ethos of the school.
SDP Priority 5

Personal Development

Good



Personal development is coherently planned through breadth in the curriculum. PSHE is a strong
feature of the schools’ work and staff takes every opportunity to promote children’s development
in lessons and throughout the day. Children are spiritually aware; they are given many
opportunities each day to recognize right from wrong, honesty, compassion and tolerance through
a deepening of their faith through Religious Education lessons and interactions in other lessons
and outside of classrooms. Socially children are cooperative, respectful and supportive of each
other. Children demonstrate high levels of tolerance and respect for cultures and faiths different
to their own.



Our supportive environment with clear boundaries helps build children’s self-belief, resilience and
character, without stifling their creativity and independence. We provide pupils with a wide range
of responsibilities to develop their character. We believe the key to promoting positive self-belief
is for pupils to experience successful learning experiences and this is central to our curriculum
design and implementation.



We support children to develop resilience because it is vital for children to succeed, particularly
the most disadvantaged children and those with special educational needs or disabilities. Caring
and supportive teachers, coupled with our safe and orderly environment, and high expectations,
help children become tenacious. We provide many opportunities for pupils to be involved in school
life such as prefects, Guardian Angels (worship leaders), reading buddies and school council
representatives.



We ensure that our curriculum deals with children’s physical and mental health which is a main
indicator of future issues and pupils’ level of engagement with education. We use our curriculum
to teach about healthy behaviours, both physical and mental.
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Every Friday afternoon - at 3:00 p.m. - the whole school takes part in ‘Mr Nott’s Celebration Time’
through the Google Classroom platform. This end of week celebration time is used to positively
encourage our pupils to actively recognise and applaud successes across our school with:
o Head teacher Awards
o Announcement of prefects and Head Boy and Head Girl
o Pupil birthdays
In addition, each weekly celebration includes the whole school joining together to sing and sign
our school song “What I Am?” by Will-I-Am. On occasions, a pupil will choose a song which they
enjoy and this is shared together with the reason for their choice during this weekly gathering.



An important part of personal development is supporting children to become active citizens who
make a positive impact in the world. We do this by tackling local and global issues and debating
different points of view. We are particularly proud of our year five pupils who were fundamental
in introducing recycling at our school.



At St. Bede’s we also encourage our pupils to have a voice to the Head teacher through a central
display board in our school hall known school wide as “Mr Nott’s Notes”; our pupils use this display
to raise any suggestions or ideas that they may have, for example:
o Dear Mr Nott, Can we please build a ‘Take a friend’ bench? Can it please be nice and colourful
for others to see? – Year 4 (Abigail)
These are now on order…
o Dear Mr Nott, I think that you should do a reading club at lunch time when we can pick a book
and read together. – Year 5 (Eden)
This is now a weekly club – every Wednesday lunch-time at 12:30 p.m. – with Year 5.
o Can you please do more drinks at lunch time? – Year 4 (Mosiah).
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We have always promoted water during the day and an additional choice of milk at
lunchtimes. Although milk does have sugar in it, it is still considerably less than fruit
juices or squashes. We continue to encourage children to make healthy food/drink
choices to help their general health and also their teeth.

Priorities for Improvement


To ensure that those children who receive additional adult support do not become over
dependent on such support. SDP Priority 8
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Leadership and Management


Grade: Good

At St. Bede’s we recognise that strong leadership is the most important school-led factor for
improvement. We have invested heavily in training and development to create strong leaders at
every level.
o Leading in Primary Geography – attended by Lead Teacher for Geography on 5th
November 2019; the key objectives of this training course were…
 How to be an effective subjective leader?
 How to get the most out of fieldwork?
o Becoming an effective primary history subject leader – attended by Lead Teacher for
History on 7th October 2019; the key objectives of this training course were…
 making the case for history with senior leaders;
 enthusing others and leading staff meetings about history;
 exploring practical approaches to developing an innovative, inclusive and effective
history curriculum in your school;
 suggestions on steps towards efficient action planning and how to make a wider
impact;
 opportunities to discuss current issues in primary history education;
 a chance to share resources and assessment approaches.
o Toolkits for all subject leaders – were provided all subject leaders to support their journey
towards outstanding leadership.
Senior leaders adopt an approach that is best described as servant leadership: they pull a range of
acknowledge leadership styles, but their motivation in doing so is always to enable others to shine.
They are hands on in leading improvements to pedagogy and the curriculum. The senior leaders
recognise that they cannot single headedly lead school improvement, so they have skilled up
subject leaders to distribute the load, who are given autonomy within the share vision and
accountability framework.



Our leaders have a clear and strong vision which is shared effectively with the whole school
community. The Head teacher is exceptionally open with all the challenges that the school faces,
the standards reached and the rationale behind planned improvements. Leaders are passionate
about improving every child’s life chances and strive to offer the best for our children. Parents,
children, staff and governors understand that only the best will do for our children and every child
will make expected or better progress, given their starting point.



Our well designed programme of professional development has led to improved pedagogy and
subject knowledge in every key stage. We have excellent internal CPD delivered by leaders at all
levels that has proven impact and it is related to school effectiveness. Our most effect CPD is
collaboration, sharing the best practice across the school. Improvement targets are set before the
CPD programme is planned and the impact is analysed by the Leadership Team and governors halftermly.
Inset held Autumn Term 2021
o 01.09.21 – Housekeeping at St. Bede’s – led by Deputy Head teacher
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Insets held Spring Term 2022
o 24.01.22 – Data Protection – led by our Business Manager.
o 31.01.21 – Bug Club Reading – led by our Head of English KS2 and KS1.
o 07.02.22 – Curriculum Planning – led by Head teacher and Deputy Head teacher.
o 11.02.22
 a.m. SEN – What Makes a Difference – led by SENCO.
 p.m. – Writing Moderation – led by Head of English KS1 and KS2.
o 21.02.22 – Prevent Training – led by Ms Faye Hussain - LBR
o 28.02.22 – The Curriculum Policy – led by Head teacher and Deputy Head teacher.
o 07.03.21 – Getting Ready for a Deep Dive into P.E. – led by Head of P.E.


Leaders strive at every level to maintain consistency in all aspects of our work. Consistency across
classes, year groups, phases and the whole school is our strength and is often commented up by
parents, other visitors and staff who join us from other schools. Strong subject leadership and
high-quality monitoring and evaluation has ensured teaching is never less than good and in half of
cases is outstanding.



Parental and community engagement is exceptional with 99% attendance at parental
consultations including parents of disadvantaged and SEND pupils. We run workshops to enable
parents to support their children in mathematics, reading and writing.
Autumn Term 2021
o KS1 - Arithmetic workshop – 16.09.21 and 07.10.21 - Led by Year 2 Class Teacher to
support year two pupils using the taught methods for arithmetic. The objectives of both
workshops were:
 to teach parents arithmetic methods taught in school;
 how to answer arithmetic questions;
 to share examples of arithmetic SATs papers with parents;
 to show how each links with our school calculation policy.
o KS1 - Reading workshop – 23.09.21 / 30.09.21 – Led by Year 2 class teachers to support
year two pupils in reading and reading comprehension.
The objectives of both
workshops were:
 to teach parents the skills taught in school in how to answer reading
comprehension questions;
 to share example of reading SATs papers.
o The Multiplication Tables Check – Information Workshop – 14.10.21 – Led by Head of
Mathematics. The key objectives were:
 to explain the importance of times tables recall;
 to explain the MTC;
 how to support pupils recall of their times tables.
o KS1 - Writing workshop – 18.11.21 – Led by Year 2 class teachers to support year two
pupils’ writing journey. The key objectives were:
 to show parents the Year 2 writing framework;
 discuss what children need to achieve in their writing to be WT/WA/W;
 to discuss with parents ways they can support writing and drafting activities at
home.
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Spring Term 2022
Mathematics – Arithmetic
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reception – 10.03.22 – 4:30 p.m.
Year 1 - 03.03.22 – 5:00 p.m.
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 – 17.03.22 – 4:00 p.m.
Year 6 – 10.03.22 – 5:30 p.m.

Parents support their children with regular homework and listening to their child read at home three
times a week.


Staff well-being and morale is very high due to the warm, respectful and positive relationships
throughout the school. Leaders actively engage with staff about workload issues.



At St. Bede’s we believe that our group breakfast and shared lunch times during inset days
positively encourages our team to bond, which inevitably strengthens relationships in our school
and fundamentally being able to socialise also improves communication throughout the team.



At St. Bede’s we are extremely proud that we ‘grow and develop’ our staff; some of the existing
staff members started their teaching journey as learning support assistants:
o Mrs Roberts – Deputy Head teacher.
o Mrs Dayson – Assistant Head teacher – Lower Key Stage Two Phase Leader.
o Mrs Chuck – ECT – Year 6 Class Teacher
In addition, some of our staff attended the school as former pupils:
o Mrs Roberts – Deputy Head teacher.
o Mrs Dayson – Assistant Head teacher – Lower Key Stage Two Phase Leader.
o Miss Shanahan – Year 5 Class Teacher.
o Miss Carey – Year 3 Class Teacher.
o Miss Maguire – Year 1 Class Teacher.
o Mrs Spinks – Learning Support Assistant.
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Curriculum


Our highly effective and well sequenced creative curriculum reflects the inspirational ethos of the
school and as a result children make outstanding progress in maths and writing. The curriculum
is broad and balanced and upholds both Catholic values and British ones. Teachers’ excellent
subject and pedagogical knowledge enables them to implement the ambitious curriculum maps
well, leading to children mastering the key concepts in subjects to make them procedurally fluent
historians, geographers etc.



Every child receives a full and rich curriculum. Reading, writing and mathematics skills are
developed very well in all subjects, leading to results above national averages in core subjects and
outstanding progress and attainment in non-core subjects.



The curriculum is enhanced by imaginative use of visits to raise rates of progress and standards of
achievement. Learning is real, engaging, memorable and fun. Parents state that children cannot
wait to get to school to find out what is happening today.



As far as possible teachers plan experiences for children that appeal to their interests and are
challenged by interesting tasks and real-life problems to investigate and find a solution. Every
subject adopts an enquiry approach to learning, where children are supported to raise questions
and hypothesis and given the research skills to find the answers out independently.

Leading Learning


Priority has been given to the in-house training of high quality staff who buy into the ‘St. Bede’s
Way’.



Thorough performance management is improving the quality of teaching by accurately identifying
strengths and weaknesses and providing high quality CPD to secure improvement in key areas.



Leaders are highly effective and strategic when deploying staff and resources. This is based on
accurate tracking of pupils’ progress in order to ensure staff and other resources have the greatest
impact to the highest priority needs.



Termly lesson observations and half-termly learning walks ensure that the quality of teaching is
constantly improving. The impact of observations feedback is judged each term following on from
the observation.

Science Observations – Autumn Term 2021
Grade Level
Number
Percentage
1 – Outstanding
2 – Good
3 – Requires Improvement
4 – Inadequate

5
7
2
0
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Phase Group

Outstanding

Good

EYFS
KS1
LKS2
UKS2

1
3
1

1
1
1
4







What Worked Well
Engagement of children – lessons have
built in ‘fun factor’
Use of talk partners to scaffold and
support learning
Use of technology within lessons (by
teachers). This includes quality of flip
charts/PPTs, use of visualiser, use of
links etc.
Children’s ability to discuss scientifically
what they are doing









Requires
Improvement

2
Even Better If
Vocabulary displayed on Working Wall
or somewhere in classroom (this has
mostly been addressed now, still some
classes not utilising)
Mini plenaries utilised throughout
school
Referencing children’s prior knowledge
(this will come from MTP, JA to create
and distribute unit information (e.g.
light Year 3/Year 6).)
Evaluation of scientific skills – building
children’s knowledge of what these are
Adapting tasks for SEN children – taking
away limitations



Leadership roles are devolved highly effective and the whole partnership staff work together very
well as a team in the drive to move the school forward.



Children’s learning and progress has been maintained since the last inspection because the
monitoring of teaching and learning, and children’s progress, have been rigorous.

Positive Learning Environment


The leadership team has worked hard to establish a bright and stimulating learning environment
which provides safety and security for the children. The quality of displays in our school are
exceptional.



Recent improvements to the EYFS outdoor area have enhanced the quality of teaching and learning
we can offer the children.



Effective leadership of ICT means that it utilised imaginatively to further enhance the learning and
help motivate and engage children.



Leaders ensure that every space it utilised; particularly so in year 6 and year 2 where we can set
the children into three ability groups rather than two for maths and reading, meaning we can
differentiate further.
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We work closely with the feeder pre-schools and secondary schools to ensure smooth transactions:
o 05.12.19 – The Head of Spirituality visited our Year Six pupils together with some Palmer
Academy Sixth Formers to talk about the sacrament of Confirmation.
o 11.05.20 – The Head of Palmer Academy met with our Head of R.E. to discuss transition
between year six and year seven;



At St. Bede’s we are extremely fortunate to have an active and supportive Parents’ Association
which is led by a parent of a year 4 and year 1 pupil; monthly newsletters are provided to our
school community through the Parents’ Association’s room in Fronter.



Each half term our Parent Advocates meet – via TEAMS – with an Assistant Head teacher to discuss
‘What is Working Well’ in each year group and also ‘Even Better If’; we pride ourselves on being a
listening school and our parents value this.



We have established excellent partnerships for children with SEND and work closely with
Educational Psychologists and Speech Therapists to ensure the children receive the appropriate
support and intervention to meet their individual needs.



The leadership team work incredibly hard to engage parents in their child’s education. Parent
workshops, exciting offsite visits and excellent communication has engaged the community and
the partnership with parents is outstanding.



As a consequence, parental satisfaction with the school is very high.

Capacity to Improve


Leaders are passionate about sustaining the good and often outstanding practices already in the
school.

Priorities for Improvement


To further develop partnerships with parents of children with SEN. SDP Priority 8
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